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Abstract

Background: Viral hepatitis is a global issue. Among hepatic viruses (HBV) and (HCV) are important in South Asia including Pakistan. There are various modes of transmission of these viruses but vertical transmission is gaining importance day by day. Screening of (HCV) would help to reduce the prevalence of Anti-HCV among multiple transfused children. Proper antiviral therapy and screening of blood before transfusion can help to reduce the prevalence of (HCV).

Methods: This study was a detailed, observational study carried out using non probability purposive sampling technique. The period of the study was from November 2009 to June 2011. 200 multiple transfused children attended outdoor department and indoor thalassemic children from thalassemia center were included. Informed consent was taken. A specially designed proforma was filled by parents to collect data about their knowledge and awareness regarding (HCV). Anti- HCV was tested by Enzyme Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) method. Data were statistically analyzed by DSAASTAT (Onofri, Italy).

Results: current investigation concluded that children with ages 12 years and more were maximum (HCV) reactive (31%) between 4 - 8 years (22%) 6 months - 2 years (19%) 2- 4 years (15%) and 8-12 years were (12%). Male children were reported 61% and female were 39%. Study concluded that total number of thalassemia children were 180, children with different types of leukemia were 10, aplastic anemia were 6, neuroblastoma were 2, while 1 each with thombasthenia and CDA type-1. Out of 180 thalassemic children (24.4%) were reactive and (75.5%) non-reactive. Maximum (HCV) reactive cases reported in Thalassemia children and most of them were belongs to rural area, exposed to poor socioeconomic status.

Conclusion: Frequency of (HCV) was higher in population living in southern region of Pakistan. Previous history of blood transfusion, multiple injection therapy and unsterilized surgery were observed as key risk factors in (HCV) prevalence.
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Introduction

According to WHO 12-15 million children are being infected each year. In Pakistan the situation is not different from rest of the world. Among hepatitis viruses, (HCV) gained much importance due to high prevalence which needs extensive studies. Recently, Pakistan Medical Research Council (PMRC) has conducted a national survey on prevalence of (HCV) in general population of Pakistan. The preliminary reports revealed that (HCV) is reactive in 4.9% of population. According to this survey about 12 million population of Pakistan is affected by (HCV) [1]. However, another study reported prevalence of (HBsAg) 2.5% and (HCV) 5.3% [2]. It is evident from epidemiological studies that the virus is mainly transmitted through parenteral route [3]. The transmission risk of the virus increases among persons who are given unsterilized therapeutic injections, sharing of infected needles among IV (intravenous) drug abusers, having transfusion of contaminated blood, patients on hemodialysis, having unsafe sex, sharing of items like toothbrushes miswaks, razors and infected combs, having dental procedure with infected instruments having endoscopies with unsterilized instruments, self-infliction as a part of religious activity (maatam) with infected chains and persons who have their faces or armpits shaved by street barbers [4]. The cosmetic alterations like body piercing or tattooing done by unsterilized needles and use of infected tweezers, reuse of sponge for skin treatments in saloons, sharing of nose pins are becoming major threats for transmission of (HCV).

(HCV) also transmitted sexually described in previous studies [3]. Sexual transmission of (HBV) is more pronounced. In USA the heterosexual transmission of (HBV) accounts 39% among the new HBV infections in adults [5] and (HCV) also transmitted sexually however prevalence is much less as compared to (HBV) [6]. HCV screening of blood products introduced in various countries has minimized the risk of transmission through blood transfusion. The risk of transmission of (HCV) from viremic (HCV) RNA positive mothers to their infants is 3.2% and transmission risk further increases if the mother is co-infected with HIV to 7.9% [7]. Both these viruses can lead to chronic hepatitis, cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma [8].

The possibility of vertical transmission highlights the importance to diagnose the acute and chronic hepatic viral infections in multiple
transfused children thereby justifying mandatory antepartum screening for (HCV). It has benefits making it possible to refer these infected children for appropriate antiviral therapy at appropriate time and before the development of significant liver damage. Present study was designed to determine the frequency of (HCV) in multiple transfused children at Sir Ganga Ram Hospital, Lahore. The results of proposed study would provide some data for the future in-depth studies on this vital subject.

Material and Methods

This cross sectional study was carried out at outdoor department of oncology and indoor department of thalassemia center at, Sir Ganga Ram Hospital Lahore, a tertiary care hospital. The study was carried out from November 2009 to June 2011. A total 200 multiple transfused children of thalassemia center and oncology outpatient department were included in this study. Informed consent was taken; especially designed proforma was filled to collect the questionnaires data. (HCV) screening was tested by (ELISA) method and data were statistically analyzed through ANOVA and DMRT at \( p \leq 0.05 \) using DSAASTAT (Onofri, Italy).

Results

Current investigation concluded that children with ages 12 years and more were maximum (31%) between 4 - 8 years (22%) 6 months - 2 years (19%) 2-4 years (15%) and 8-12 years are (12%). Maximum number of children was between ages 12 years and more [Table 1] Figure 1. Study showed male children were 61% and female were 39% [Table 2] Figure 2.

Total number of thalassemia children was 180 and children with different types of leukemia were 10 while children with aplastic anemia were 6, two children were with neuroblastoma while one each with thombasthenia and CDA type-1. Out of 180 thalassemia children (24.4%) were reactive and (75.5%) were nonreactive. In Leukemic children (100%) were nonreactive; in aplastic anemia (16.6%) were reactive and (83.3%) were nonreactive. Children with neuroblastoma, thombasthenia and CDA type-1 (100%) were nonreactive [Table 3] Figure 3. Maximum (HCV) reactive cases were reported in thalassemia children and most of them were belongs to rural areas with poor socioeconomic status. Majority of children included in current study were suffering from thalassemia that showed high frequency of (HCV) 24.5% among other children. Patients with aplastic anemia were at the second place showing 16.6% frequency. Other multiple transfused diseases have reported less nonreactive cases.

Number of blood transfusion was also a major risk factor for (HCV) prevalence and current study revealed that number of 85 children had more than 25 sessions of blood transfusion while 59 children had 26-50 transfusions, number of 23 children had 51-100 transfusions while 33 children received more than 100 transfusions, (2.4%) were reactive, (97.6%) were nonreactive. Out of 59 children received 26-50 times transfusion, (6.8%) were reactive (93.2%) were nonreactive. Out of 23 children with 51-100 transfusions, (35.0%) were reactive (65.2%) were nonreactive. Number of 33 children with more than 100 transfusions reported (88.0%) reactive cases and (12.0%) nonreactive. (HCV) prevalence was directly related to the number of transfusions as shown in [Table 4]. Figure 4 indicated the % age reactivity according to the number of blood transfusions received by children.

Discussion

(HCV) is the major concern throughout the world and being
extensively studied. Worldwide many studies have been conducted to determine the frequency of (HCV) in their general population, in healthy blood donors and in different age groups. Proposed study on multiple transfused children was also designed to determine the frequency of (HCV) patients in Pakistan. Data from questionnaires concluded alarming situation due to lack of awareness and poor socioeconomic status.

Study concluded that previous history of blood transfusion is a major risk factor for the transmission of (HCV). Multiple injection use was also observed as leading risk factor and it has also been supported by [11]. Prevalence of (HCV) is increasing day by day among people of Pakistan due to poor hygienic and environmental conditions and the major threat is for multiple transfused children. Because they do not have enough resources to obtain screened blood due to poverty and lack of awareness.

Multiple blood transfusions have direct relation to (HCV) transmission, as reported in the study those children who took more than 100 blood transfusions had maximum number of reactive cases.
According to statistics in Pakistan, indicated the maximum frequency of (HCV) reported in patients exposed to greater number of blood transfusions as compared to less number of blood transfusions. This was indicated as well in the current study that frequency of (HCV) was not directly related to the type of disease but actually with the number of blood transfusions.

200 total number of samples were collected and out of 200 (22.5%) were reactive with multiple transfusions and (77.5%) were nonreactive. Maximum number of reactive cases was recorded in thalassemia children with insignificant difference with aplastic anemia.

Conclusion

Frequency of (HCV) was recorded maximum in proposed study population, 22.5% children were reactive and 77.5% were nonreactive. Thalassemia children reported maximum (HCV) reactivity and 24.4% as compared to other disease categories. (HCV) reactivity was maximum in Children who exposed to more than 100 blood transfusions. Chances of (HCV) transmission increases as the number of blood transfusions increased. Previous history of blood transfusion, multiple injection therapy and surgery were observed as leading risk factors among (HCV) reactive multiple transfused children. Study have showed that prevalence of (HCV) were more common in thalassemia children, because of multiple transfusions and unavailability of healthy blood. There was no separate blood bank for thalassemia children. Besides, education and socioeconomic status also contribute as an important factor in prevalence of (HCV).
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